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The electrical and electronics industry supports the climate objective set by the “Fit for 55” package and endorses the objective of establishing fair conditions of competition between European companies and their international competitors. FIEEC and ZVEI member companies are determined to develop, produce, and market competitive solutions essential to the energy and climate transition.

The creation of the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) coupled with the planned reform of the EU Emission Trading Scheme framework (ETS) calls for the greatest vigilance regarding the impact of the measures on the competitiveness of the European downstream sectors. Indeed, manufacturing industries using iron, steel and aluminium based in Europe will see their cost of production increase sharply making their products uncompetitive on the European market and for export. This differential will be highly detrimental to the creation and maintenance of industrial employment in Europe.

According to the principles set out in the Commission’s proposal of 14 July 2021, importers in the covered sectors (Iron and steel, aluminium, electricity production, cement, fertilizer) will purchase emission certificates according to the carbon intensity of the imported products corresponding to the price of the carbon that would have been paid if the goods had been produced in accordance with EU carbon pricing rules (EU ETS). Conversely, if a non-EU producer can demonstrate that it has already paid a price for the carbon emitted at the production phase of the goods it exports to the EU market, the CBAM provides that the corresponding cost may be deducted by the European importer.

The CBAM must therefore contribute to reducing the risk of carbon leakage on the covered sectors, by encouraging producers in third countries to green their production processes. The CBAM will intervene in parallel with the end of the allocation of free allowances granted to sectors subject to the ETS and confronted with carbon leakage. Some compensation measures are being discussed by European institutions to restore competitiveness of the covered products for export.
As the proposed measures are designed to minimise the risk of carbon leakage on the sectors and not to undermine their competitiveness compared to non-EU products, we stress that in the current state, these measures transfer all the risks to downstream sectors which are not included in ETS nor CBAM but will suffer the consequences in term of increase of production costs inside Europe compared to non-EU suppliers.

Measures to maintaining competitiveness of European downstream industries, both at export and on the internal market, and compatible with the rules of the World Trade Organization, must be defined without delay, in order to give the needed predictability and security to European companies especially in strategic sectors such as energy industry (batterie, electric motors, transformers, cables, etc), medical appliances and home appliances industry, where a lot of steel, aluminium and cement (washing machines) is used.
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